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AI ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Any technique which enables machines 
to mimic human behaviour 

ML MACHINE LEARNING 
A subset of AI which use statistical 
methods to enable machines to learn 
from experience (data) 

DL DEEP LEARNING 
A subset of ML which makes the 
computation of multi-layer neural 
networks feasible



ML BASICS - A FUNCTION

f(x) = y 

Learn a function: f 

That outputs a value: y 
(class, number, prediction, etc.) 

Given some input: x 
(features, variables, etc.)



ML BASICS - A FUNCTION

f(x) = y 

Example: classifying dead or alive 

y: dead or alive 

x: current puls 

f: check if x is larger than 0 

f(0) = dead and f(70) = alive



ML BASICS - DATA

Typically x is a vector of many variables 

Too many for a human to write up a set of rules 

E.g. observation values from ICU stays to predict in-hospital mortality 



ML BASICS - TRAINING

Use multiple examples to learn the function



TOWARDS DECISION SUPPORT



IDEAS 
1. Predicting the development (risk) of diabetic foot ulcers  
2. Estimating wound healing time 
3. Classifying current wound status - e.g. infection 

GOALS 
• To assist medical professionels in making faster and more accurate assessments 
• To assist patients adjust everyday decisions (e.g. reduce activity) or to suggest when to seek medical 

help

CASE - DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS



A risk study based on data from DST 
• Socio-economic factors 

• Diagnosis history 

• Prescribed medicine 



DATA QUALITY 

&  

DATA HETEROGENEITY



DATA QUALITY

EXAMPLES 
• Medical codes 
• Registration practices 



DATA HETEROGENEITY

Traditional ML approaches assume nice vectors with equal dimensionality



DATA HETEROGENEITY

But often healthcare data contains variables with multiple values over time at irregular intervals

[1]



DATA HETEROGENEITY

Thus being able to represent input as sequences in ML have proven to be quite powerful



ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Source: Becoming Human.

Source: Medium 

https://becominghuman.ai/artificial-neuron-networks-basics-introduction-to-neural-networks-3082f1dcca8c
https://towardsdatascience.com/neural-networks-a-simple-image-classification-walkthrough-a0bca500f836
https://becominghuman.ai/artificial-neuron-networks-basics-introduction-to-neural-networks-3082f1dcca8c


LSTM RNNs 
LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS

Source: Colah’s blog

https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


STATE-OF-THE-ART

[2]



STATE-OF-THE-ART
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RELEVANCE IN WOUND CARE

OPPORTUNITIES 
• Personal tracked and local care data contain 

much data that can be classified as time 
series 

• Neural networks are extremely flexible and 
can be constructed to get mixed input types - 
e.g. to combine time series data with static 
data 

• Neural networks have also proven superior on 
image data
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